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This essay deals with Rotterdam’s recent attempts to win the title of ‘Creative Capital of the 
Netherlands’.1 In particular, it focuses on two recent housing developments in Rotterdam 
in which the ‘creative class’ features as a central referent: the Lloyd Quarter development 
in Delfshaven and The Poetic Freedom housing project in Spangen. The main argument of 
this essay is that if creativity is as bad off as it is often claimed today – instrumentalised as 
it is through perverted schemes by city-managers – the only option left for creative forces 
is to perform a similar act as the Greek mythological figure Medea: to stop what is most 
dear to her, her children, from being the object of a cruel manipulation by her unfaithful 
husband, Jason; instead of trying to protect them at all costs, she killed them out of love. 
In a similar vein, we plead for creative agents to tactically act uncreatively in the face of 
the aggressive usurpation of creativity by government and market forces.
 
Rotterdam: The Next Creative Capital of the Netherlands?
It was always going to be tough for Rotterdam to market itself as a creative city. In the first 
place, it suffers the geographical proximity of Amsterdam, a city considered by many as ‘cre-
ative by nature’. In Rotterdam, there can be no debate without ‘big neighbour’ Amsterdam 
serving as a shining example and/or being put forward as Rotterdam’s foremost competitor. 
This underdog sentiment is additionally produced by the story Rotterdam ‘tells about itself’, 
about where it comes from, and how it wants to be seen by others. Here, we are referring 
to the popular image of Rotterdam as a ‘no-nonsense working class city’, the latter having 
enabled it to arise from its ashes after the destruction of the Second World War, and to build 
a strong and thriving harbour economy. This narrative was sublimely depicted in a series of 
collages by Crimson Architectural Historians, in which the Nazi bombardments of WWII that 
wiped out the entire centre of Rotterdam were not depicted as a traumatic event, but were, on 
the contrary, historicised and rationalised as a sublime chance to do ‘it’ all over again. Think 
of the simulated dialogue underneath one of the collages depicting the devastating post-war 
cityscape of Rotterdam:
One utterly destroyed town. Two men. Man 1: We are witnessing the death of our great 
city. Man 2: Absolutely not! We are witnessing its glory. The bombs and fires were fol-
1.  The essay is a reworked version of a presentation from MyCreativity: Convention on International 
Creative Industries Research, Centre for Media Research, University of Ulster and the Institute  
of Network Cultures, Amsterdam, 16-18 November, 2006,  
http://www.networkcultures.org/MyCreativity/.
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players increasingly use methods of soft and hard intervention to engineer creativity in the 
ruthless struggle for obtaining a prime position as a creative city.
 
From Total Creative Environments (the Lloyd Quarter)...
Exemplary in this regard is ‘the Lloyd Quarter’ development. This is an Urban Develop-
ment Project (UDP) of the former docklands of Delfshaven – the old harbour of Rotterdam 
– through which the local government and its privileged partners already anticipate the ar-
rival of ‘the creative class’. Indeed, the makeover of the old harbour quarter is exceptional 
in its provision of an all-inclusive ‘working, living, dining and shopping’ environment tailor-
made for the needs and desires of the creative industries (including the anticipation of an 
audiovisual, film and ICT industry). The Lloyd Quarter is, consequently, not just another 
so-called ‘breeding place’ where creative people can cooperate, inspire and stimulate each 
other, create synergies, etc. In general, the majority of these districts are organised in old, 
abandoned industrial warehouses (such as ‘Design Factory Van Nelle’ based in the former 
coffee, tea and tobacco factory of Van Nelle or more ‘bottom-up’, less formally organised and 
market-oriented breeding places in Rotterdam, such as the creative hub in warehouse 357 
in Marconistraat). Authentic or not, these marketed locales for creatives have one thing in 
common: they function more or less as a regular office block leaving untouched the ‘private’ 
life of these creative workers. 
The newly built Lloyd Quarter, however, takes this specific step further by integrating 
formerly unexploited aspects of creative people’s daily lives. The Lloyd Quarter presents 
itself as a ‘total formula’ for the creative class, supplying it not only with exclusive office and 
living space – a variation of shiny hypermodern objects, maritime-like buildings and recon-
verted warehouses – but also bars, restaurants, sporting and fitness facilities, and so on. A 
slogan on a promotion brochure for one of the developments could not have expressed the 
desired attitude of the ideal inhabitant better: ‘This is not a warehouse, this is your life’.4 
In order to capitalise on the full potential of the creative class, the Lloyd Quarter has been 
conceived of as a hedonistic ‘special zone’ for the creative class, an exclusive playground 
fully catered to the needs and desires of its extravagant target group.5 That said, it should 
be obvious that the Lloyd Quarter has little to do with providing affordable working space for 
creative people such as designers, artists and/or musicians – as in the Design Factory Van 
Nelle and Warehouse 357 mentioned above. In the Lloyd Quarter, creativity is no longer the 
exclusive right of cultural workers and artistic geniuses. Instead, it has become elevated to 
a lifestyle and is broadened to include all kinds of people that know how to enjoy a certain 
urban extravaganza and/or identify themselves, rightly or wrongly, with a bohemian way 
of life (managers, yuppies, CEO’s). Creativity is, therefore, turned into a logo, a mark of 
authenticity or distinction, for top of the range urban developments that are implemented 
in good-old top-down fashion.
Of course, one would be blind not to see the problematic nature of these integral ‘work-
4.  We refer to the sales brochure of BAM Real Estate for the redeveloped Sint Jobsveem 
warehouse at the Lloyds Quarter, Rotterdam.
5.  In their essay ‘Pervercity’, Bülent Diken and Carsten Bagge Laustsen describe the rise of the 
‘zones of exception’ in the contemporary urban landscape, see BAVO (ed.) Urban Politics Now: 
Re-Imagining Democracy in the Neoliberal City, Rotterdam: NAi Publishers, 2007.
lowed by five years of flattening and cleaning until the debris had yielded a perfect act 
plane. It took another ten years to conquer the emptiness with a collection of perfectly 
new objects. White was never whiter, concrete was never as mousegrey than that of the 
buildings parachuted on the emptiness created by the destruction of Rotterdam.2
However, it is this sturdy, resilient attitude depicted by Crimson that today appears to be 
Rotterdam’s Achilles’ heel in the rat race to become the Netherlands number one creative 
capital. On the one hand, this no-nonsense mentality to ‘get to work’ no matter how bad the 
circumstances is undoubtedly an asset in today’s era of entrepreneurial capitalism. On the 
other hand, however, it is the main reason for Rotterdam’s historic backlog in the construc-
tion of a bohemian climate – the sine qua non for a creative city. It was Richard Florida, after 
all, who posited a ‘negative correlation’ between the working class nature of a city and the 
presence of a bohemian climate.3 And indeed, if in the creative city literature, homosexuals 
and artists are put forward as the ultimate bohemian subjects – and are even elevated into 
the critical yardstick for determining the ‘creative index’ of cities – the ‘backpacker and gay 
Capital’ of Amsterdam no doubt beats Rotterdam hands down. On top of that, with its high 
concentration of industrial workers, de-industrialisation has struck the city particularly hard 
and has made it a breeding ground for popular discontent and social unrest, a factor cleverly 
exploited by populist right-wing parties. It needs little explaining that this growing polarisation 
has not been conducive to Rotterdam’s already non-existent image as a creative centre.
It was, therefore, not surprising that in order to catch up with other cities in the ‘Crea-
tive League’, Rotterdam made massive investments to try to undo its historical legacy. No 
expense or effort was spared to attract and bind creative people to the city as well as to mo-
bilise, stimulate and organise existing networks of creativity. Inversely, the city management 
of Rotterdam undertook desperate attempts to prevent a further influx of socio-economical-
ly disadvantaged ‘uncreative’ people. Most notoriously, this was sought most through the 
‘Rotterdam Law’, which made critics speak of a ‘virtual fence’ around Rotterdam, keeping 
all unwanted subjects out of the city like in medieval times. This law can rightfully be seen 
as a draconian measure to change the existing social composition of the city in a way more 
favourable to the accumulation of creative capital. Simultaneously, all manner of urban re-
newal schemes were used to dislocate unwanted ‘uncreative’ people from those neighbour-
hoods identified with a high potential for creative redevelopment – dispersing them over the 
city territory to clear the way for more creative and entrepreneurial workers.
Rotterdam, in other words, did not just ‘sit back’, waiting for creative initiatives to spon-
taneously pop up from the depths of its urban substance. On the contrary, it produced and 
manufactured the creative sector through forceful interventions. So, if the official doctrine 
states that local governments should refrain from the old tradition of social engineering to 
create a rich and vibrant creative atmosphere, and to allow a fertile and authentic creative 
climate to develop naturally, Rotterdam gives ‘nature’ a helping hand. It is our contention 
that Rotterdam is not exceptional in this regard, and that city governments and market 
2.  Crimson Architectural Historians 1994-2001, Too Blessed to Be Depressed, Rotterdam: 010 
Uitgeverij, 2002.
3.  Richard Florida, The Rise of the Creative Class: And How It’s Transforming Work, Leisure, Com-
munity and Everyday Life, New York: Basic Books, 2002.
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projects are highly questionable. Although there is nothing wrong with this position, there is 
nevertheless something pathological about the many lamentations surrounding big urban 
developments misuse of creativity for profits or votes. These commentaries are often an 
inverted way of asserting there is nothing wrong with the creative discourse as such. It is 
this benevolent stance that should be ruthlessly questioned. To put it bluntly: if the concept 
of the creative city is easily appropriated and commodified in large UDPs such as the Lloyd 
Quarter (and many other similar projects around the globe), then we should also scrutinise 
its ‘use and advantages’ in less obvious, seemingly more authentic cases. The problem, in 
other words, is that it remains difficult to criticise the corporate misuse of creativity – however 
justified – and posit one’s own creative initiatives as more authentic and radical. Ultimately, 
it prevents any serious discussion about how outwardly progressive, honest or ‘real’ creative 
initiatives are tightly bound up, and complicit with neo-liberal processes of the same sort. 
In light of our analysis of the Lloyd Quarter, it is revealing that the Rotterdam Develop-
ment Company is also active in supposedly more authentic creative city projects. The most 
striking example is the experimental housing project ‘The Poetic Freedom’ in Spangen, 
one of the most notorious social neighbourhoods of the Netherlands (a district that even 
featured as the setting of a nationally broadcasted crime series simply called ‘Spangen’). 
Up to 75% of Spangen’s inhabitants are immigrants and the area is threatened by the 
usual plague of unemployment, drug abuse and street violence. The Poetic Freedom was 
established by the local government and some respected partners within a broader urban 
renewal effort to change the negative image of the area. The concept was to offer practi-
cally for free a dilapidated housing block to a group of people who were looking for a place 
to buy, and have them renovate and restructure the block through a collective design 
and production process into high quality housing units. Although the public campaign 
to recruit possible candidates was open to all, the conditions were such that it cannot be 
seen as merely coincidental that the majority of the participants were part of the creative 
middle class. For instance, the most important condition was that the future homeowners 
would have to invest a lot of their time and energy in the collective renovation of the block, 
as well as invest a considerate sum of money within the first year after the purchase. An-
other noteworthy condition was that the participants were not allowed to sell the house, 
at least for the first couple of years. Also, it was expected that participants would actively 
engage with the impoverished local community through neighbourhood activities in or-
der to become integrated within existing social networks. Finally, the renovations of the 
housing units had to conform to the high standards of the so-called ‘new building norm’ 
(nieuwbouwnorm).
At first sight, The Poetic Freedom is certainly more modest than projects like the 
Lloyd Quarter. While the latter is an enclave for creative elites ruthlessly implemented in 
a top-down fashion, the former represents a moderate ‘gentripunctural’ operation that 
aims at embedding creative workers in Spangen’s socio-urban tissue. To a certain extent, 
the development is more radical, since it demands courage and initiative from the new 
inhabitants to develop in an area put aside by many as hopelessly depressed. It addi-
tionally requires a lot of time and self-sacrifice to engage in collective decision-making 
processes, not to mention the financial risk of investing in a neighbourhood denied any 
serious investment by both the local government and the major housing corporations for 
decades.
ing and living’ projects. We will only mention two. First, although one of the official goals of 
the Rotterdam Development Company in developing the Lloyd Quarter was to empower a 
rather depressed part of the city by attracting creative industries and entrepreneurs to the 
area – whose presence and ‘good practices’ were supposed to encourage local people to 
start developing and ‘tapping’ their own creativity – it is unlikely that this will ever material-
ise. It is clear from its structure and layout that the Lloyd Quarter functions as a quasi-gated 
community and that, in this sense, it simply mirrors the isolation of the adjacent depressed 
neighbourhood Schiemond. Since no integration of these two worlds at two extremes of the 
socio-economic spectrum is being attempted, the sustained improvement of the area is 
destined to remain a case of statistics (with the high income bracket and employment rate 
of the newcomers raising the overall average). 
A second problem is the expectation by the Rotterdam Development Company that 
the Lloyd Quarter in particular, and the creative class in general, will provide the city with a 
solid local economy that can serve as a complement to the harbour activities that strongly 
depend on the fluctuations of international market. It is, however, naive – not to say ridicu-
lous – to put the Lloyd Quarter development forward as an example of Rotterdam using its 
own specific qualities as a way of avoiding an increasing dependency on global processes. 
Not only is Rotterdam importing the Quarter’s future creative entrepreneurs from outside, 
the urban gadgets that are supposed to seduce them to re-locate are ‘copy-pasted’ from 
other wannabe creative cities that are equally tormented by the big question of how to 
bind creative forces to their region. Which contemporary city today does not provide in 
an all-inclusive ‘working and living’-oasis reserved for creative entrepreneurs – preferably 
on the site of former docklands?6 In other words, Rotterdam’s great ‘creative’ leap forward 
does not so much disconnect the city from the global marketplace, but rather subjects it 
even more deeply to the latter’s laws of competition. And, as more and more cities around 
the globe are entering into the creative era, one can only expect a further intensification of 
inter-urban competition.7
 
…To Gentripuncture (The Poetic Freedom)
However, in order to discuss the instrumentalisation of creativity in Rotterdam’s attempts 
to remake itself as a creative capital, it would be wrong to focus exclusively on grandiose 
new developments like the Lloyd Quarter. For starters, all but the most uncritical adepts of 
the new creative city religion will readily agree that both the motives and outcomes of such 
6.  Think of the curious multiplication of water front developments all over Europe: from the  
Dublin Docklands to Amsterdam’s ‘IJ-oevers’, Antwerp’s ‘Eilandje’, and so on.
7.  This inter-urban competition, however, goes hand in hand with an intra-urban competition. This 
made us speak of a new urban class struggle in our article ‘De creatieve stad. Stadsontwikkeling 
is politiek’, De Groene Amsterdammer, 16 February, 2007. The latter is, of course, anathema 
today. We can think of the vehement response of Ries van der Wouden (‘De harde competitie der 
steden’, De Groene Amsterdammer, 23 February, 2006) in which he disqualifies our use of the 
term class struggle as an anachronism, a remnant of a long superseded Marxist orthodoxy. He 
suggests that the term ‘struggle between cities’ is more appropriate in denoting the current situ-
ation. His emphasis on a struggle between cities, however, completely leaves out of picture the 
internal struggle between different groups in the city – immigrant worker versus high-educated 
professional, working poor versus managerial groups, etc. – with which the former is waged.
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commodate a privileged group of creative people in realising the house of their dreams.8 
All these various forms of governmental and non-governmental interference not only 
seriously undermine the spontaneous ‘bottom-up’ character of The Poetic Freedom, they 
additionally demonstrate how this seemingly progressive housing development represents 
its exact opposite: it encapsulates the integration of the creative sector as ‘voluntary impris-
onment’ within Rotterdam’s ambitious project to become the creative capital of the Nether-
lands. The example illustrates how the privileges ascribed to creative forces in receiving a 
new ‘working and living’-oasis ‘for free’ is not so much poor compensation for their notori-
ous precarious working conditions: worse than that, this ‘gift’ itself reflects those precarious 
conditions. As a point of contrast, in Barcelona, the radical creative movement rebelled 
against the real estate market by demanded a decent living wage with slogans that already 
anticipated the reactionary answer of the local government: ‘You will never own a house in 
your whole fucking life’.9 The mechanisms of The Poetic Freedom, however, represent the 
exact opposite. Here, the local government anticipated the demand for decent working and 
living space by saying: ‘take this fucking free house, you creative idiot’. 
Of course, it is crucial not to be blinded by this gift in order to perceive how the benefits 
of the transaction are disproportionately on the side of the government, and especially the 
housing corporations who own most of the housing stock in Spangen and profit most from 
its gentrification (after which prices are expected to rise from €1100 to €1800 per square 
meter). In this sense, the government and corporations are getting a bargain: while they do 
not pay the full price of creativity and its fundamental role in the gentrification of Spangen, 
they secure a group of new homeowners that have a ‘heart’ for multicultural neighbourhoods 
– a passionate attachment, moreover, that is strategically exploited by the Development 
Company Rotterdam in helping the new owners to ‘customise their house around them-
selves’. This is a high price the creative class pays for a free house and its ‘poetic freedom’. 
Receiving a free residency would be a nice gift to the creative sector if it was not wrapped 
in a smart ‘deal’: the city of Rotterdam’s secures for itself a docile and enthusiastic creative 
labour force by providing them with cheap accommodation, while the new homeowners are 
forced to invest their time, energy and savings and share the risks amongst each other.
8.  Given the fact that the poet traditionally expresses the inconvenient or obscene truth of a certain 
situation, and the fact that this ‘obscene underside’ has now become fully part of Rotterdam’s 
official planning policy, we can rightly say that the latter now perfectly matches what Jacques La-
can called ‘the discourse of the capitalist’ (Jacques Lacan, The Seminar of Jacques Lacan: Book 
XVII: The Other Side of Psychoanalysis, trans. Russell Grigg, New York: W. W. Norton & Company, 
2007). According to Lacan, the superiority and cunning of this discourse is precisely that it is 
extremely critical of its own approach and, inversely, that it is extremely open towards alternative, 
non-conventional solutions coming from the bottom-up (like The Poetic Freedom). Of course, 
the critical point is that, once fully incorporated within the capitalist discourse, such alternatives 
are deprived of their subversive sting and made instrumental to the ambitions and values of the 
status-quo; see BAVO, ‘Always Choose the Worst option’, in BAVO (ed.) Cultural Activism Today: 
The Art of Overidentification, Rotterdam: Episode Publishers, 2007. Any critique of the creative 
developments in Rotterdam should thus take into account all the reversals and complications 
caused by the capitalist nature – in the precise sense of Lacan – of planning discourse.
9.  We owe this example to Matteo Pasquinelli’s presentation of the Barcelona case at the  
MyCreativity convention. See Pasquinelli’s ‘Immaterial Civil War’, this volume.
What is striking with The Poetic Freedom, however, is that immediately next to this 
block the same Rotterdam Development Company and its partners demolished huge 
chunks of social housing and replaced them with generic commercial condominiums. 
This begs the question as to why it chose to develop one block in such an experimental, 
‘non-commercial’ fashion. This extreme juxtaposition of opposite approaches can addi-
tionally be found in the organisational structure of The Poetic Freedom known as ‘collec-
tive particular commissionership’. The idea behind this formula is that the new owners 
are not simply consumers of a product, but play an active role in the production of their 
own house. And further, that this involvement takes place through the self-organisation 
of participants as a collective body that decides on all possible design issues, divides the 
renovation work among the participants, and only engages with market-oriented compa-
nies for specific jobs that cannot be completed independently. The fact remains, however, 
that all people involved remain ‘private homeowners’. The main goal of the collective 
cooperation is to obtain a private house, to which the collective organisation stands in an 
instrumental relationship. 
Most importantly, other than with matters directly concerning the production process, 
no clear formal commitments were made regarding the organisation of neighbourhood 
activities for which the new homeowners were officially recruited; that is, the necessary 
contribution of the project to bring about a new dynamic within the depressed neighbour-
hood. For this reason, there is little guarantee that The Poetic Freedom will not operate as 
an isolated oasis like the Lloyd Quarter – albeit on a different scale. That the participants 
in The Poetic Freedom act and behave like a highly exclusive ‘club of like-minded people’ 
(as they themselves call it) is the first indication of such an ‘island mentality’ emerging. 
Indeed, this club-formation was not only one of the main reasons mentioned by the par-
ticipants for joining the project, it was also considered as its condition of possibility. For 
instance, the notion of engaging other income groups to join the ‘club’ – particularly peo-
ple for whom home-ownership is not an option, or who do not possess a certain amount 
of technical know-how – is seen by all involved parties as unworkable. 
The unlikelihood, or at least, uncertainty of a substantial contribution to the impover-
ished environment is all the more reprehensible if one considers the massive support of 
all kinds The Poetic Freedom received from government agencies. First of all, the City of 
Rotterdam used its full monopoly power, as well as its budget for urban renewal, to buy 
out the former homeowners or landlords of the block. Secondly, The Poetic Freedom was 
facilitated with all the necessary organisational infrastructure and expertise for structural 
renovation by the Rotterdam Support Services for Housing – a former municipal service for 
social housing that now focuses on the development of ‘thematic’ housing projects. This 
direct link to local government was additionally used to circumvent the obligatory transfer 
payments the participants owed to the tax authorities. This was done, again with the help 
of the Rotterdam Support Services for Housing, by organising the new homeowners in a 
so-called Neighbourhood Development Company (Wijkontwikkelingsmaatschappij) that 
allowed the block to be labelled as ‘newly built’. The construction even needed special ap-
proval by the Netherlands Ministry of Spatial Planning. And is this not the deeper meaning 
of ‘The Poetic Freedom’? Just as a poet is granted the freedom to say and do things that 
are forbidden to mere mortals, here, all manner of exceptional measures are taken to ac-
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true urban pioneers that by their presence alone are said to dynamise an urban economy 
and create a permanent revolution in the city’s culture. At the same time, creative net-
works function as a social safety net. Today’s creative workers – just like the rising amount 
of ‘flex-workers’ – are increasingly dependent on a close and well-maintained network of 
friends and co-creative workers for possible commissions. They also strongly depend on 
their extended family for their social security and health (especially in the case of many 
international students working for Rotterdam’s ‘top’ architectural offices under deplorable, 
19th century-style working and living conditions.)12 
In this light, we can see The Poetic Freedom as a subsidised way of installing and 
organising a solidarity network among its creative participants through a collective and co-
operative housing project. Of course, it is obvious from the self-description of the group as 
a ‘club of like-minded people’ that this ‘community-based’ project will never be truly inclu-
sive, since social solidarity will never extend to a real ‘Other’, such as a traditional Turkish 
family or an Eastern European immigrant (unless they are already themselves successful in 
the creative sector). In this sense, the solidarity of The Poetic Freedom is strictly limited to 
the creative class and remains a clear case of the ‘middle class helping the middle class’.
 
Conclusion: To Be Uncreative
So, if The Poetic Freedom project illustrates anything, it is the cynical result brought about 
by the attempt of creative forces to safeguard at all costs their most precious capacity: their 
creativity. When creativity is affirmed as an autonomous value that needs to be nurtured and 
maintained, it stands in a direct instrumental relation to the current regime. The acquisition 
of poetic freedom by creative agents is achieved through the agent’s voluntary acceptance of 
the inscription of creativity in the economic process, where it gets put into service as some-
thing that cannot be established by capital alone: i.e. in the case of The Poetic Freedom to 
market the specific ‘radical’ niche of a neighbourhood like Spangen. Moreover, the creative 
actors involved are supposed to allow this ‘tapping’ of their creative energies without finan-
cial compensation by the involved partners, since an essential cost of their reproduction – a 
space for work and living – is subsidised through an exceptional housing scheme. In other 
words, what is announced as the final liberation of creativity is the exact opposite: the locali-
sation of creativity at a specific site in the city and its subsequent unrestrained exploitation. 
When thinking of ways to undermine this deeply cynical situation, the main problem 
one is confronted with is the remarkable subjectivity of the creative worker. We all remember 
the days when the cultural sector was active in the education, organisation and emancipa-
tion of the working class. Its central mandate was to convince the deprived and dissatisfied 
masses of its revolutionary role in history, to raise consciousness among these people about 
the fact that although they are largely responsible for the well-being of the Dutch economy, 
they are not fully enjoying the benefits of their daily sacrifice. Their emancipation was seen 
as the conditio sine qua non to fulfil the dream of the Netherlands to become truly ‘one’, 
to establish solid, socially cohesive communities and a stable economy. However, through 
12.  Architectural firm OMA/AMO even cynically presented the inconvenient truth underlying  
the world-famous Dutch architecture: i.e. the precarious labour of international trainees,  
as the sine qua non for OMA’s triumph of realisation. See OMA/AMO, Rem Koolhaas et al.,  
Content, Köln: Taschen, 2004.
All this makes The Poetic Freedom even more symptomatic of Rotterdam’s ‘creative 
turn’ than the Lloyd Quarter. Or to be more precise, while the Lloyd Quarter embodies 
the excesses of neoliberalism, The Poetic Freedom represents its symptom: it affirms the 
neoliberal city in the sign of its opposite as a low-scale, bottom-up, cooperative, alterna-
tive, genuinely creative project. In other words, if there is any difference between the Lloyd 
Quarter and The Poetic Freedom, it is that the latter is covered by a mark of authenticity 
that prevents any criticism of it being an exclusive ‘working and living’-oasis for the creative 
class.
 
The High Cost of Poetic Freedom
In order to fully recognise the high cost of the ‘poetic freedom’ granted to the creative class, 
it is useful to refer to the well-known role of the family under capitalism: on the one hand, 
the family is expected to deliver disciplined and productive subjects to society for free (by 
providing education, by teaching a certain set of social norms and values, good manners, 
etc.). On the other hand, the family functions as a safety net when individual productivity 
declines, for instance, due to physical or psychological problems. The parents are then sup-
posed to provide emotional escort. However well insured the family might be, in the final 
instance, it always carries the risks for the dysfunctionality of its offspring. (The most recent 
addition to this risk-taking are proposals to make parents pay when their child ends up as a 
young criminal.)
In short, the family is caught in a double exploitation scheme where it has to carry the 
costs for services that society and the market are clearly not willing to pay for, although they 
clearly benefit from them, even depend on them for their existence. The point, of course, 
is that capitalism cannot pay for these services – even if it would want to out of a sense of 
ethics and justice. Or to put it better, capitalism cannot pay these costs and maintain the 
profits needed to keep the system running. Thus, it was not by accident that when Marga-
ret Thatcher famously declared ‘there is no such thing as society, only individual men and 
women’, she quickly added, ‘and their families’.10 In order to maximize profits, capitalism is 
condemned to maintain a ruthless market system as the ‘only game in town’ and propagate 
the dream of a liberal utopia of free individuals, while at the same time sustaining non-
market, social values such as family ties, community solidarity, informal networks, etc.11
If we transpose Margaret Thatcher’s dictum to the situation today she would have 
certainly replaced ‘and their families’ with ‘and their loose creative networks’. In today’s 
capitalism, creative networks function in much the same way as the family did in its previ-
ous form. In the first place, creative networks are supposed to deliver disciplined creative 
subjects which – as we all know – means the exact opposite: creative workers are pio-
neers, always on the outlook for something new and alternative, constantly questioning the 
present state of affairs, and so on. In short, creative networks are production plants for the 
10.  Cited in David Harvey, A Brief History of Neoliberalism, New York: Oxford University Press, 2005.
11.  The point is that capitalism cannot but present itself in an enlightened mode (i.e. caring for  
family ethics, environmental responsibilities and/or social values). It does so not only for ‘strate-
gic’ ideological considerations, but structural reasons; see our essay ‘The Freedom Not to Have 
a Wal-Mart’, in Benda Hofmeyr (ed.) The Wal-Mart Phenomenon, Maastricht: Jan van Eyck 
Publishers, forthcoming.
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Rotterdam’s attempt to become the next creative capital of the Netherlands, this traditional 
role is turned upside-down. Once baptised as the ‘creative’ sector, cultural workers ea-
gerly take upon themselves the role of revolutionary subject and, along the way, redefine 
the struggle of Dutch society as one towards dynamism, innovation and competitiveness. 
Moreover, the ‘education of the needy’ is no longer on the agenda: creative agents now fully 
embrace their privileged position as connoisseurs and exploit it for maximum profit. Within 
this mentality, the old working class appears in creative circles as an annoying obstacle 
to the realisation of Rotterdam’s creative dream. If anything, workers in Rotterdam – and 
its popular masses in general – are said to excel in capriciousness: while recognising the 
need for a strong economy to secure their current living conditions, they frustrate creative 
developments through their envy towards creative newcomers in the city.13 
It is at this very point that we are able to identify the subversive core of creative networks 
today. If social engagement and political activism still means anything today for the cultural 
sector, it should take an unusual task upon itself: one should learn to be not creative.14 It 
is only by a friendly, organised refusal of its manipulated role as creative avant-garde that 
the cultural sector can safeguard its most precious asset – its creativity – from becoming 
the object of perverse politico-economical games. The paradoxical situation today is that 
only by acting as an uncreative subject – strategically conservative if necessary – can the 
creative/cultural sector create that crucial gap where the necessity of a real alternative to 
today’s challenges can emerge and begin to take shape.
13.  Richard Florida’s ‘negative correlation’ between the working class nature of a city and the pres-
ence of a bohemian climate returns not only in the official propaganda of Rotterdam’s develop-
ment company and its priviledged partners; most of all, it manifests itself where one would least 
expect it: in progressive cultural initiatives. Take those organised under the banner of WiMBY! in 
Hoogvliet (Rotterdam), for instance, an initiative of Crimson Architectural Historians and former 
Leftist politician Felix Rottenberg. Being an acronym for ‘Welcome in My Backyard!’, WiMBY! 
clearly addressed the negative, recalcitrant attitude of the Rotterdam working class towards the 
new – i.e. the ‘not in my backyard’ attitude or ‘NiMBY!’ – as the most important obstacle for 
the great leap forward of the troubled neighbourhood. A similar logic was staged in Slotervaart 
(Amsterdam) in the project ‘Face your World’ by artist Jeanne van Heeswijk – somebody who can 
hardly be accused of being unloyal to the fate of everyday man. For a critique of these art prac-
tices, see our essay ‘Let Art Save Democracy!’, Regimes of Representation: Art & Politics Beyond 
the House of the People (2006), http://www.museumofconflict.eu/singletext.php?id=32
14.  With this strategy, we are influenced by Jacques Rancière, who conceptualised the essence of 
a political gesture as ‘the long protocol of disagreement over an argument in which everyone 
agrees’, giving a twist to the common-sense interpretation of a concept and thereby alienating 
the powers that be from their own discourse. See Jacques Rancière, Disagreement: Politics and 
Philosophy, trans. Julie Rose, Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1999.
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